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A Dynamic Membership Data Aggregation

(DMDA) Protocol for Smart Grid
Jingcheng Song, Yining Liu , Jun Shao , and Chunming Tang

Abstract—In order to protect the privacy of individual data,
meantime guaranteeing the utility of big data, the privacy pre-
serving data aggregation is widely researched, which is a feasible
solution since it not only preserves the statistical feature of the
original data, but also masks single user’s data. With smart meter
owning the capability of connecting to Internet, the aggregation
area extends to the virtual area rather than a traditional physical
area. However, in a virtual aggregation area, the users’ member-
ship maybe frequently changes, if while executing the aggregation
protocol for the traditional area, the overhead is not ignorable. In
this paper, the homomorphic encryption and ID-based signature
are employed to design a dynamic membership data aggregation
(DMDA) scheme, which reduces the complexity on a new user’s
joining and an old user’s quitting. In addition, the operation cen-
ter obtains the sum of the data in the virtual aggregation area,
meantime knows nothing about single user’s data. Comparing with
traditional privacy-preserving data aggregation scheme, DMDA is
more suitable for next-generation smart grid and other Internet of
Things environments.

Index Terms—Data aggregation, data privacy, dynamic
membership, smart grid, virtual aggregation area.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
RADITIONAL power grid only transmits power from

power generators to users, but this process cannot be accu-

rately controlled since the operation center (OC) cannot obtain

the real-time electricity consumption report. Traditional power

grid often breaks down since the accident of one node may cause

a lot of nodes not to be able to work, which deduces the accidents

are often reported over the world. For example, in September

2016, a serious power breakdown occurred in South Australia

[1]. Benefitting from the development of communication and

Internet of Things (IoT) technology, smart grid is considered to

be the next-generation power grid for the intelligent generation,
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transmission, and distribution of power [2]. According to the

model of the National Institute of Standard and Technology,

there are seven main domains in the smart grid: the generation

domain, the customer domain, the transmission domain, the dis-

tribution domain, the operation domain, the market domain, and

the service provider domain. The generation domain includes all

power generation ways such as the solar generation, the nuclear

generation, and the thermal generation. The customer domain

includes all power consumption networks such as the home area

network, the building area network, and the industrial area net-

work. However, the communication network is a public network,

which is exposed to the adversary [3]. If communication network

intrusions cannot be resisted, the smart grid will break down [4].

Therefore, security plays an important role in the smart grid. To

achieve secure communication in the smart grid, many security

communication schemes, such as authentication schemes [5] and

key management schemes [6], have been proposed.

In fact, the traditional security requirements including con-

fidentiality, authentication, and integrity are not enough for the

smart grid. The privacy is also important, which is different from

the traditional security [7]. The security ensures the transmitted

message only to be shared among the authenticated members

[8]. However, the data releasing of smart grid is an increasing

trend [4], [9], [10], which conflicts with the confidentiality and

the authentication. In reality, the real-time power usage data

are the important public resource, and they should be widely used

for business and the government decision-making; meanwhile,

these data are associated with the user’s privacy, such as the

lifestyle and the economic status. To protect users’ privacy, the

data aggregation has been introduced using the cryptographic

tools. For example, the sum of the data in an aggregation area is

released; on one hand, the released data own the similar statis-

tical feature with the original data, whereas on the other hand,

the individual data are masked. Therefore, data aggregation is

a feasible solution for the tradeoff between the utility and the

privacy preservation.

In recent years, some privacy-preserving data aggregation

schemes have been proposed, which have well addressed most

of the privacy and security issues based on physical aggregation

area in the smart grid. With more and more smart meters (SMs)

owning the capability of connecting with the Internet, the ag-

gregation area breaks the limit of traditional physical area. In

[11], the concept of virtual aggregation area is introduced, in

which the members of the area are assumed to be with some

extent trust. This assumption is more flexible and practical for

the reality. Moreover, the data aggregation is also useful for other
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IoT environments besides the smart grid; the virtual aggregation

area is also valuable. However, the members in a virtual area may

change frequently. Therefore, in the virtual aggregation area, the

computation and communication cost when a new user’s joining

or an old user’s quitting cannot be ignored. For example, Badra

and Zeadally proposed an efficient and lightweight privacy-

preserving data aggregation scheme [12], which not only sat-

isfies the requirement of security and privacy, but also meets

the requirements of lightweight communication. However, if it

is directly used in a virtual aggregation area, the complexity

is heavy since it has to re-build up the aggregation area and

redistribute the keys when a new user joins or an old user quits.

In this paper, a dynamic membership data aggregation

(DMDA) scheme is presented, which guarantees the efficiency

especially when the members join or quit frequently. Certainly,

the necessary security requirements and privacy concerns are

also satisfied. Furthermore, DMDA is also suitable for other IoT

environments since its aggregation area is assumed to be virtual.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section

II, some related works are introduced. The system model is

presented in Section III. Then, some cryptographic preliminaries

are introduced in Section IV. After that, our DMDA scheme

is proposed in Section V, followed by its security analysis

and efficiency evaluation in Sections VI and VII, respectively.

Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Many aggregation schemes [13], [14] are proposed using

homomorphic encryption, since homomorphic encryption

guarantees some algebraic operations on the plaintext to be

performed directly on the ciphertext. In 2012, Lu et al. proposed

a privacy-preserving and multidimensional data aggregation

scheme using Paillier homomorphic encryption and the

super-increasing sequence [15]. In the same year, Marmol et al.

proposed an aggregation method [16], in which data and keys

were aggregated separately and aggregation center (AC) can

decrypt the aggregated ciphertext using the aggregated key. In

2014, Li et al. employed homomorphic encryption to design

an efficient privacy-preserving data aggregation scheme with

an adaptive key evolution [17], which claimed to achieve the

forward secrecies and the function of the key update. Recently,

Liu et al. proposed a privacy-preserving data aggregation

scheme using homomophic encryption, which aggregated data

in a virtual aggregation area [11].

In addition, blind factor is another efficient and useful tool

for data aggregation. For example, Fan et al. proposed a data

aggregation scheme to resist the internal attackers [18], and Bao

and Lu pointed a question of key leakage in Fan et al.’s scheme

[19]. In order to address this question, a new data aggregation

scheme is presented [20]. Recently, Badra and Zeadally designed

a data aggregation scheme to achieve the forward/backward

security and resist the known-session-key attacks [12].

Moreover, fault-tolerant smart metering is also important

[21]. Recently, Knirsch et al. provided an error-resilient

privacy-preserving data aggregation scheme [22], in which one

Fig. 1. Communication model.

or more SMs fail during the aggregation process; the protocol

also provides an accurate aggregation at the same level of

privacy.

Although the existing schemes have well addressed the most

of the security and privacy issues, there still are some other

questions. For example, a physical aggregation area is often a

building block or a community with the constant membership,

but the members in a virtual aggregation area change frequently.

Therefore, the increased computation cost and communication

overhead should not be ignored when the members frequently

change. In order to ensure the practicability under this situation,

our DMDA is proposed to reduce the cost from O(n) to O(1)
on a new user’s joining or an old user’s quitting.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Communication Model

In our system model, there are three entities involved in

DMDA: SMs, AC, and OC, which is depicted in Fig. 1.

SMs: SMs collect the real-time usage data and upload it to

AC, and SM communicates with other SM and AC. Usually,

SM is not assumed to be trusted; however, some SMs with some

trust relation can construct a virtual area to mask the individual

data when contributing its data to the public resource.

AC: AC receives the data from SMs, aggregates them, and

sends the aggregation to OC. Usually, AC is assumed to be

honest-but-curious, which obeys the protocol, and does not

actively modify the received data; however, it maybe analyzes

the received data to deduce some valuable information.

OC: OC decrypts the aggregated data from AC. OC is also

considered to be honest-but-curious.
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Adversary: Other entity out of the above system is considered

the active adversary; it monitors the public channels, imperson-

ates the identity of the legitimate user, steals the information

from the user’s database, and so on.

B. Design Goals

DMDA is a privacy-preserving data aggregation scheme,

which provides the sum data of the members in the aggregation

area to OC, meanwhile leaks nothing about single user’s data. In

the big data environment, the sum data preserving the statistical

features are enough for the big data analysis; at the same time,

the single user’s privacy is protected since it is impossible to

know single user’s data from the sum.

In order to protect users’ privacy, some necessary goals should

be satisfied, at least including the authentication, confidentiality,

integrity, and privacy.

Authentication: SMs and AC mutually authenticate each

other, which prevents an adversary from sending the fraud

message to launch the denial of service attack [23]. Burrows–

Abadi–Needham (BAN) logic is an effective method to test if a

scheme satisfies the authentication.

Confidentiality: The message transmitted over the public

channel is meaningless for the unauthorized receiver.

Integrity: If the transmitted message is modified, it can be

detected by the authorized receiver.

Privacy: The aggregated data can be released to the entity

out of the system model for the public utility; meantime, the

individual data cannot be obtained by others except itself.

In addition, the efficiency is also important due to SM’s

limited resource and the real-time requirement of data collection.

IV. CRYPTOGRAPHIC PRELIMINARIES

In this section, two preliminaries of the bilinear map and ID-

based signature (IBS) are briefly introduced.

A. Bilinear Map

Bilinear map is described as a 5-tuple {n,G1, G2, GT , ê},

n is a large prime related to the security constant λ, G1, G2,

and GT are cycle groups of order n, and ê is a bilinear map

ê : G1 ×G2 → GT satisfying the following properties:

1) Bilinearity: ∀g ∈ G1, ∀h ∈ G2, and ∀a, b ∈ Zn, it satis-

fies ê(ga, hb) = ê(g, h)ab;

2) Nondegeneracy: ∃m ∈ G1 and ∃n ∈ G2 if and only if

ê(m · n) �= 1GT
;

3) Efficiency: ∀u ∈ G1, ∀v ∈ G2, there is a polynomial time

algorithm to calculate ê(u, v).

B. ID-Based Signature

IBS is an efficient and convenient signature, for example,

[24]–[26]. We use the algorithm in [24] as the signature tool,

which consists of three phases: Setup, Signature, and Verifica-

tion.

Setup: The bilinear map ê : G1 ×G2 → GT is chosen, where

G1, G2, GT are of prime order p, and the generators Q ∈ G2,

P = ψ(Q) ∈ G1, andgT = ê(P,Q) are selected. Then, a master

TABLE I
NOTATION

key s ∈ Z∗
p, a public key Qpub = sQ ∈ G2, and two hash func-

tionsH1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
p,H2 : {0, 1} ×GT → Z∗

p are selected.

Finally, the following parameter is published:

params = {G1, G2, GT , P,Q, gT , Qpub, ê, ψ,H1, H2}. (1)

For any user with an identity ID, his private key is S =
1

H1(ID)+s
P .

Signature: For signing the massage m ∈ {0, 1}∗, the signer

executes the following steps.

Step 1: Selects a random number x ∈ Z∗
p and calculates r =

gxT .

Step 2: Calculates h = H2(m, r) ∈ Z∗
p.

Step 3: Calculates S ′ = (x+ h)S.

The signature of m is sign = (h, S ′) ∈ Z∗
p ×G1.

Verification: Verifies a signature sign of the message m by

checking the equation

h = H2(m, e(S ′, H1(ID)Q+Qpub)g
−h
T ). (2)

V. DMDA PROTOCOL

In this section, DMDA is presented, which consists of five

phases: initialization phase, registration phase, key update

phase, aggregation phase, and logout phase. The notations and

their descriptions are listed in Table I.

A. Initialization Phase

OC publishes the necessary parameters by executing the

following steps.

Step 1: OC chooses a large prime number p and a secure

number q.

Step 2: OC selects an IBS signature function SFSi
:

{0, 1}∗ → Z∗
p ×G1 according to IBS process in-

troduced in Section IV-B. The details are as fol-

lows: OC chooses bilinear map groups (G1, G2, GT )
order p, and generators Q ∈ G2, P = ψ(Q), and

gT = ê(P,Q). Then, OC selects s as the master

key and calculates Qpub = sQ ∈ G2. Finally, OC

chooses two hash functions: H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
p, and

H2 : {0, 1} ×GT → Z∗
p.

Step 3: OC chooses a cycle group G of order p and a gener-

ator g ∈ G.

Step 4: OC selects a hash function H : G → {0, 1}∗.
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Step 5: OC chooses a symmetric encryption function, such

as AES, Ek : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ where k ∈ G.

Step 6: OC publishes {p, q,G1, G2, GT , G, P,Q, gT , g,

Qpub, e,ψ,H1, H2, H}.

B. Registration Phase

The communication in this phase is executed in a secure

manner, such as face to face.

Before the first member registers, OC creates skSum ∈ {0, 1}∗

and sets it to 0. Moreover, OC produces a privacy information

SAC = 1
H1(IDAC)+s

P and sends it to AC. When a new user UNew

with the identity IDNew joins, the following steps are executed.

Step 1: UNew selects a secret key skNew ∈ {0, 1}∗, and sends

IDNew and skNew to OC.

Step 2: OC calculates the private information SNew =
1

H1(IDi)+s
P , updates skSum by adding skNew to

skSum, then sends SNew to UNew.

Step 3: UNew calculates and broadcasts authentication mes-

sage authskNew
= skNew mod q ∈ Zq of skNew,

then UNew executes his key update phase unless he

is the first member in this virtual aggregation area.

Step 4: OC verifies the equationauthskNew
= skNew mod q. If

yes, OC broadcasts the message thatUNew has joined.

C. Key Update Phase

UserUi, (1 ≤ i ≤ n), updates his own secret key ski with the

help of Uj , (j �= i, 1 ≤ j ≤ n), without changing skSum, which

consists of the following three steps.

Step 1: Ui selects a user Uj to help himself to update the

secret key after they mutually authenticate another

user using IBS. The details are as follows.

1) Ui sends a request to Uj . If Uj accepts, he selects

and sends a random number ARj ∈ {0, 1}∗ to Ui.

2) Ui selects two random numbers ri ∈ Z∗
p, ARi ∈

{0, 1}∗, and calculates Yi = gri ∈ G. Then, Ui

signs Yi using signi = SFSi
(H1(Yi)‖ARj), and

sends {Yi, ARi, signi} to Uj .

3) Uj verifies signi using (2). If yes, Uj selects a

random number rj ∈ Z∗
p, calculates Yj = grj ∈

G and signs it using signj = SFSj
(H1(Yj)‖ARi),

and then Uj sends {Yj , signj} to Ui.

4) Ui verifies signj .

5) Ui and Uj share the common session key ki,j =
Y

rj
i = Y ri

j ∈ G.

Step 2: Ui selects a random number Ri ∈ {0, 1}∗, encrypts

it CRi
= Eki,j

(Ri), and sends the cipher CRi
to

Uj . Similarly, Uj selects Rj ∈ {0, 1}∗, encrypts and

sends the cipher CRj
to Ui. Ui and Uj sign CRi

and

CRj
using IBS. Then, Ui and Uj update their keys as

follows:

sk′i = ski −Ri +Rj (3)

authsk′
i
= sk′i mod q (4)

sk′j = skj +Ri −Rj (5)

authsk′
j
= sk′j mod q. (6)

Fig. 2. Aggregation phase.

Ui obtains sk′i and publishes authsk′
i
, similarly Uj

obtains sk′j and publishes authsk′
j
.

Step 3: All entities can be verified if this update is cor-

rect by checking the equation authski
+ authskj

=
authsk′

i
+ authsk′

j
mod q.

D. Aggregation Phase

As shown in Fig. 2, AC collects the ciphers from all members,

aggregates them, then sends the result to OC. OC decrypts the

sum of ciphers, meantime, AC and OC know nothing aboutmi ∈
{0, 1}∗. The details are listed as follows.

Step 1: Ui encrypts mi using ci = mi + sk′i mod p, and

generates an authentication message sign′i = SFSi

(ci‖T ), where T ∈ {0, 1}∗ denotes the current time.

Ui sends {ci, T, sign
′
i} to AC.

Step 2: AC checks the timeT , and verifies the signature signi
using (2). If yes, AC calculates the sum of ciphers

cSum =
∑n

i=1 ci =
∑n

i=1(mi + sk′i)=
∑n

i=1 mi +∑n
i=1 sk

′
i = mSum + skSum mod p. Then, AC

produces a signature signAC = SFSAC
(csum) and

sends csum, signAC to OC.

Step 3: OC verifies signAC. If it pass the check, OC calculates

mSum = cSum − skSum mod p.

E. Logout Phase

When a user Ui, (1 ≤ i ≤ n), in the virtual aggregation area

wants to exit, the following steps are executed.

Step 1: Ui initiates a key update phase, and sends a request

of logout and {IDi, sk
′
i} to OC in a secure way.

Step 2: OC updates the secret message skSum by subtracting

ski.

Step 3: OC broadcasts the message about Ui logout to all

members.
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VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, DMDA is proved to achieve the design

goals, including the authentication, confidentiality, integrity, and

privacy.

A. Authentication

First, we use BAN logic to explain the key update phase of

DMDA satisfying the authentication requirement. For conve-

nience, the description of some notations used in the BAN logic

analysis is given by.

1) P |≡ X: The principal P believes a statement X , or P

is entitled to believe X .

2) #(X): The formula X is fresh.

3) P |⇒ X: The principal P has jurisdiction over the state-

ment X .

4) P ⊳ X: The principal P sees the statement X .

5) P |∽ X: The principal P once said the statement X .

6) (X,Y ): The formula X or Y is one part of the formula

(X,Y ).
7) {X}K : The formula X is encrypted under the key K.

8) P
K

←→ Q: The session key K between principal P and

principal Q.

9)
K
�→ P : K is the public key of P .

10) K−1: The private key that is connected with the public

key K.

Some main logical postulates of BAN logic are listed as

follows, which are used in our proof.

R1: The message-meaning rule:
P |≡

K
�→Q,P⊳{X}

K−1

P |≡Q|∽X
.

R2: The jurisdiction rule:
P |≡|⇒X,P |≡Q|≡X

p|≡X
.

R3: The nonce verification rule:
P |≡#(X),P |≡Q|∽X

P |≡Q|≡X
.

R4: The seeing rule:
P⊳(X,Y )

P⊳X
.

R5: The freshness rules:
P |≡#(X)

P |≡#(X,Y ) and
P |≡#(X)
P |≡#(aX)

.

R6: The belief rule:
P |≡(X,Y )

P |≡X
.

R7: The session key rule:
A|≡#(K),A|≡B|≡X

A|≡A
K
←→B

, in which X is a

necessary part of K.

According to analytic procedures of BAN logic and the re-

quirement of authentication protocol, DMDA should satisfy the

following goals.

Goal 1: Ui |≡ Ui

Kij

←→ Uj .

Goal 2: Uj |≡ Uj

Kij

←→ Ui.

First of all, we transform the process of key update phase of

DMDA to the following idealized form.

Msg 1: Ui → Uj : ARi.

Msg 2: Uj → Ui: ARj , g
rj , {grj , ARi}K−1

j
.

Msg 3: Ui → Ui: g
ri , {gri , ARj}K−1

j
.

According to the description of our protocol, we could make

the following assumption about the initial state, which will be

used in the analysis of DMDA.

Asmp 1: Ui |≡
Kj

�→ Uj .

Asmp 2: Uj |≡
Ki�→ Ui.

Asmp 3: Ui |≡ Uj |⇒ grj .

Asmp 4: Uj |≡ Ui |⇒ gri .

Based on the above assumption, the idealized form of DMDA

is analyzed as follows.

According to the message Msg 1, we obtain the following.

S1: Ui |≡ ARi.

S2: Ui |≡ #(ARi).
S3: Uj ⊳ ARi.

According to the message Msg 2, we obtain the following.

S4: Uj |≡ ARj .

S5: Uj |≡ #(ARj).
S6: Uj |≡ rj .

S7: Uj |≡ #(rj).
S8: Ui ⊳ ARj , g

rj , {grj , ARi}k−1

j
.

According to the message Msg 3, we obtain the following.

S9: Ui |≡ ri.

S10: Ui |≡ #(ri).
S11: Uj ⊳ gri , {gri , ARj}k−1

i
.

Using R4 on S11, we can get the following:

S12: Uj ⊳ {gri , ARj}k−1

i
.

Using R1 on S12 and Asmp 2, we obtain the following:

S13: Uj |≡ Ui |∽ (gri , ARj).
Using R5 on S5, we obtain the following:

S14: Uj |≡ #(gri , ARj).
Using R3 on S13 and S14, we obtain the following:

S15: Uj |≡ Ui |≡ (gri , ARj).
Using R6 on S15, we obtain the following:

S16: Uj |≡ Ui |≡ gri .

Using R2 on S16 and Asmp 4, we obtain the following:

S17: Uj |≡ gri .

Due to the symmetry of protocol, we obtain S18 and S19 by

a similar process.

S18: Ui |≡ Uj |≡ grj .

S19: Ui |≡ grj .

Using R5 on S6 and S9, we obtain the following.

S20: Uj |≡ #(kij).
S21: Ui |≡ #(kij).

Here, kij = (gri)rj = (grj )ri = grirj .

Using R7 on S20 and S17, we obtain the following:

S22: Uj |≡ Ui

kij

←→ Uj .

Using R7 on S21 and S19, we obtain the following:

S23: Ui |≡ Ui

kij

←→ Uj .

According to the proof process, Ui and Uj set up a security

communication way encrypted by kij . Therefore, the key update

phase of DMDA is secure.

Then, we will explain it is impossible for an adversary to

impersonate a legitimate SM. If the adversary sends the false

message, it will be detected. We assume that the adversary

wants to impersonate SMi and sends a false data c′i to AC.
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Since the adversary cannot know the privacy information Si,

he/she has to produce the privacy information S ′
i according

SMi’s identity IDi. Then, the adversary calculates the signa-

ture sign′′i = SFS′
i
(c′i||T ). Unfortunately, sign′′i cannot pass the

check of AC unless the adversary can solve the hardness problem

[24]. Therefore, it is impossible that an adversary impersonates

a legitimate SM.

B. Correctness of Key Update

In this section, we will prove if the equation authski
+

authskj
= authsk′

i
+ authsk′

j
mod q holds, the key update

phase is considered to have been executed correctly. According

to the following:

authski
= ski mod q

authskj
= skj mod q

authsk′
i
= sk′i mod q

authsk′
j
= sk′j mod q

authski
+ authskj

= authsk′
i
+ authsk′

j
mod q is simpli-

fied as

ski + skj = sk′i + sk′j mod q. (7)

If the key update phase has not been executed correctly, sk′i
and sk′j are random number. When the key update phase has

not been executed correctly, the probability that (7) holds is 1
q

.

Therefore, when key update phase is not executed functionally,

the probability that this behavior is detected is at least q−1
q

, which

is near to 1.

C. Confidentiality

Assuming an adversary intercepts a message ci sent to AC

from SMi. Due to the equation ci = mi + sk′i, the adversary

needs sk′i to decrypt ci. According to the key update phase, an

adversary cannot obtain the secret key sk′i unless he/she can

break Diffie–Hellman key exchange protocol.

Since SM is not trusted, the secret key may be leaked to an

adversary. In order to reduce the damage of leaking secret key,

DMDA provides a key update phase to ensure the adversary

cannot decrypt the previous ciphertext and later ciphertext even

if the adversary knows the current secret key. It is claimed to be

forward/backward secrecies in [12]. According to sk′j = skj +
Ri −Rj in key update phase, the current secret key is sk′i =
ski + Sum where ski is the original secret key and Sumc is the

sum of Nc. If key update phase is executed only once, Sumc

equals to Nc where Nc = Ri −Rj . If key update phases are

executed more than once, Sumc is the sum of Nc. For example,

Alice updates her key twice separately with Bob and Cindy.

Therefore, Nc1 shared between Alice and Bob equals to RA −
RB , Nc2 shared between Alice and Cindy equals to RA −RC

andSumc = Nc1 +Nc2. Therefore, the adversary cannot obtain

the current secure key since he/she cannot knowNc unless he/she

breaks the Diffie–Hellman key exchange protocol.

D. Integrity

Since messages are transmitted in a public channel, an ad-

versary may try to modify the important message to mislead

the dispatching in smart grid. If an adversary modifies the

ciphertext ci to c′i, the adversary has to produce a corresponding

signature sign′i = SFSi
(c′i) for the verification of AC. However,

the adversary cannot produce a correct signature sign′i since

he/she knows nothing about the privacy information Si of SMi.

E. Privacy

Even if AC and OC are legitimate receivers of users’ data,

OC only obtains the sum of users’ data in an area, and knows

nothing about single user’s data. DMDA satisfies the privacy

requirements in three aspects.

Before SMi uploads mi, SMi encrypts it by computing

ci = mi + ski. AC cannot decrypt ci to obtain mi unless AC

knows ski. Same as the explanation in confidentiality, AC cannot

know ski if Diffie–Hellman key exchange protocol is secure.

Therefore, AC cannot obtain single user’s data.

Also, OC only obtains the sum of all user’s data msum, and

cannot infer to obtain single user’s data from msum.

In addition, even if AC and OC collude, single user’s data

are still private. AC uploads single user’s ciphertext without the

aggregation. OC obtains SMi’s ciphertext ci = mi + sk′i, but

OC cannot decrypt ci. Although OC knows the initial secret key

ski of SMi, OC cannot obtain current secret key sk′i.

DMDA is compared with some excellent data aggregation

schemes in Table II. Comparing the traditional and classic

schemes, DMDA not only meets the necessary security and

privacy requirements, but satisfies the dynamic, which is not

considered in other schemes.

VII. EFFICIENCY EVALUATION

Comparing with Badra and Zeadally’s scheme, DMDA is

more efficient in computation cost and communication over-

head, especially in registration phase and logout phase. Details

are as follows.

1) When a new user joins the system, no matter how many

members there have been in the virtual aggregation area,

the additional more operations include: eight transmis-

sions (two transmissions need secure channel), five scale

multiplication operations, two signatures, and six hash

operations (for simplicity, we use hash-based message au-

thentication code (HMAC) to simulate the hash operation).

2) When a user exits from this area, the operations include:

seven transmissions, four scale multiplication operations,

two signatures, and five hash operations.

Comparing with other protocols [12], [18], [20], DMDA is

significantly improved in efficiency of register and logout,

and the performance comparison is depicted in Table III.

In Table III, we list the detailed calculation consumption

of DMDA and [12], [18], and [20] in register phase and ag-

gregation phase. Moreover, a logout method is provided in

DMDA, which is absent in [12], [18], and [20]. Therefore,

DMDA has advantages of a user joining and a member

quitting, which also has advantages of the dynamic.

This performance evaluation is executed in a laptop with

the Intel Core i7-7700HQ CPU @ 2.8 GHz and 8 GB
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TABLE II
SECURITY REQUIREMENTS COMPARISON

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

*The N in Logout means that no logout method is provided.

*The Y in Logout means that a logout method is provided.

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

memory, which is based on the pairing-based cryptog-

raphy (PBC) and OpenSSL library. For convenience, we

assume that 1000 users have been in the virtual aggregation

area, and 100 users join in or quit from the aggregation area

each day. In fact, the cost of a user joining almost equals

to the costs of quitting, therefore we mainly discuss the

computation cost and communication cost of a user joining

in this section.

A. Computation Cost

Only the time-consuming operations are evaluated and other

efficient operations such as addition operation and multiplication

operation are neglectable. Some notations about execution time

are listed in Table IV.

In DMDA, aggregation withn, (n > 1) users requiresn regis-

tration phase executions andn− 1 key update phase executions.

The computation cost of a registration phase is 1.201 ms, and

the computation cost of a key update phase is (4× 1.201 + 2×
9.493 + 2× 0.154 = 24.098)ms. Therefore, the computation

cost of an n members area setup is (n× 1.201 + (n− 1)×
24.098)ms = (25.299n− 24.098)ms. Meanwhile, in Badra’s

scheme, an n members system setup costs 4n× 1.201 + 2n×
0.857 = 6.518nms.

When 100 users join an aggregation area with 1000 users,

the computation cost of DMDA is 100× 1.201 + 100× (4×
1.201 + 2× 9.493 + 2× 0.154) = 2529.9ms and the compu-

tation cost of Badra’s scheme is 4× 1100× 1.201 + 2×
1100× 0.857 = 7169.8 ms. We calculate the total computation

cost in 1000 days when 100 users joining an aggregation area

with 1000 users each day, as shown in Fig. 3, which shows that

DMDA is more efficient than Badra’s scheme with the increase

of the number of days. In fact, the advantage of DMDA is more

obvious if there are more users in the aggregation area. For exam-

ple, when there are 2000 users, the computation cost of DMDA

is 2529.9ms, which equals to the computation cost with 1000

users. Meanwhile, the computation cost of Badra’s scheme is

4× 2100× 1.201 + 2× 2100× 0.857 = 13687.8 ms. We il-

lustrate the computation cost of DMDA and Badra’s scheme

when 100 users join an aggregation area in which there have

been different number of members in Fig. 4.

B. Communication Cost

For simplicity, we assume the length of a point of

G,G1, G2, andGT is 192 b, the length of a number in {0, 1}∗

is 160 b, and the length of a number in Z∗
p is 96 b.
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Fig. 3. Execution time of DMDA and Badra’s scheme.

Fig. 4. Execution time with different number of users.

In registration phase, UNew sends {IDNew, skNew} to OC, the

communication cost is 160 b + 160 b = 320 b. Then, OC sends

{SNew} to UNew, the communication cost is 192 b.

In key update phase, Uj sends {ARj , Yj , signj , CRj
} to Ui,

and Ui sends {ARi, Yi, signi, CRi
} to Uj , their communication

costs are all 2× 192 b + 2× 160 b + 96 b = 800 b.

When there are 1000 users in the aggregation area,

the communication cost of 100 users joining of DMDA

is 100× (160 b + 160 b) + 100× (2× 192 b + 2× 160 b +
96 b)× 2 = 196000 b = 24 500B ≈ 24KB. Meanwhile, the

communication cost of 100 users joining of Badra’s scheme

is 1100× (96 b + 96 b) + 1100× (192 b + 192 b + 160 b +
160 b) = 985600 b = 123 200B ≈ 120KB. Moreover, with the

increasing of the protocol execution days, the efficiency advan-

tage of our protocol is more significant. In Fig. 5, we compare

the communication cost in 1000 days when 100 users join a

Fig. 5. Communication cost of DMDA and Badra’s scheme.

1000 members system each day. Obviously, in the long-term

execution, less communication can save more battery capacity

to ensure the maintenance more easily.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, DMDA for smart grid is proposed to guarantee

the public utility of big data and the privacy of individual data.

The analysis and the simulation are presented to prove the secu-

rity and efficiency requirements. Especially, our DMDA is more

lightweight when users join or exit frequently, which guarantees

the protocol to be more suitable for the virtual aggregation area

of IoT environments.
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